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There was a time when idols of gods and goddess were made of natural material and their 

numbers were limited. There was no environmental issue like pollution of water or air or soil. 

But, in last 40-50 years, a number of artificial or synthetic substances have replaced the use 

of natural clay and colours. As a result, all water bodies where idol immersion occurs face 

threat of pollution that can affect health of humans and other kinds of life. Thus, there was 

strong need of regulating and monitoring the entire activities of idol making, idol immersion 

and post-immersion waste management in an eco-friendly sustainable manner.  

In pursuance to the directions of the Hon’ble National Green Tribunals and Hon’ble 

Court at different times, the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) prepared and circulated 

guidelines to all the stakeholders in 2010 and again in 2020 for ensuring environmentally 

friendly idol immersion throughout the country. States like Maharashtra, West Bengal, 

Gujarat, Telangana, Delhi among many others is implementing these guidelines with various 

degree of success. Government of Tripura issued a notification no. F.11(78)/DSTE/ ENV/Pt-

I/12-40 dated 02/01/2018 that contained several directions in regard to use of eco-friendly 

materials in idol making in the State. However, there is no such directions/guidelines for idol 

immersion and post-immersion management of solid wastes. 

Considering all aspects, Tripura State Pollution Control Board (TSPCB) is in the 

process of preparing comprehensive guidelines to ensure use of naturally occurring material 

for making idols and imposing restrictions on use of plaster of Paris (PoP), synthetic colour, 

single use plastics, metals and any other hazardous material, and restrict the size of the idol in 

the larger interest of a safe environment. Salient features of the proposed guidelines are 

mentioned here for public knowledge and any suggestions/criticism on it.  

Proposed Guidelines for Idol Makers/Artisans/Craftsmen 

(i) Idol maker/artisan/craftsman may have to obtain registration from the concerned 

Urban Local bodies (ULBs) on a payment of nominal fees for making idols according to 

certain guidelines. 

(ii) Idols shall be made up of only natural, bio-degradable, eco-friendly raw materials 

(example, natural clay). Use of toxic, inorganic raw materials such as ceramics, porcelain, or 

mixture of clay and refined silica or stone dust or Plaster of Paris (PoP), plastic and 

thermocol (polystyrene) shall not be allowed.  

(iii) Only dried flower components, straw, etc. may be allowed for making ornaments of 

idols and natural resins of trees may be used as a shining material for making idols attractive.  

(iv) Use of Single use plastic and thermocol materials shall not be permitted. 

(v) Use of eco-friendly water-based, bio-degradable and non-toxic natural colours from 

flowers, barks, roots, seeds, whole fruits mineral or colour crocks is preferred. Use of toxic 



and non-biodegradable chemical dyes/oil paints for painting idols can be strictly prohibited. 

Enamel and synthetic dye-based paints on idols may not be permitted. 

(vi) For beautification of idols, removable and washable decorative clothes made of 

natural materials like cotton or jute etc. are permitted. Synthetic fibre clothes and synthetic 

paints and other toxic chemicals may not be permitted. 

Proposed Guidelines for Puja Organizing Committees 

(i) Puja Organizing Committee may have to obtain advance permission from the 

concerned ULBs in a prescribed form providing necessary details of the height of idol and 

pandal, and submit declaration to the effect that it shall observe all the conditions/guidelines/ 

directions of organizing an idol puja.  

(ii) Idols up to a maximum of 20 feet height and pandals up to a maximum of 40 feet 

height from the ground level are preferred. The ideal height ratio of an idol to a pandal should 

be 1:2 at the maximum, that is a pandal height shall not be more than twice the height of an 

idol, keeping in view the hazard of fire and its control. 

(iii) As far as possible, low height and eco-friendly idols (made with natural clay, idols 

stuffed with eco-friendly materials like straws) and decorated with biodegradable organic 

colours only should be used. 

(iv) All Puja pandals using 10 feet or bigger size idols should be installed, as far as 

possible, within 20–40-meter distance of a water body or a source of water availability at all 

times; else sufficient standby water should be stored in drums/containers near the pandal.  

(v) Puja Organizing Committees shall procure eco-friendly idols only from the ULBs 

registered craftsman/artisans/idol makers. 

(vi) Eco-friendly food materials such as corn, paddy, wheat, coconuts, fruits, and 

vegetable, and biodegradable organic colours such as turmeric, Chandan and Sindoor etc., 

can be used for offering pujas. 

(vii) For prasad distribution and other purposes, only biodegradable plates made with 

broad dried leaves such as Areca (Supari)/Banana/Banyan/Sal leaves, biodegradable paper 

cups/plates and earthen pots shall be used. Use of single use plastics and polystyrene 

(Thermocol) shall not be permitted in any form.  

(viii) Worship material like flowers, leaves, clothes, decorating materials (made of paper 

and bio-degradable or compostable plastic but no single use plastic) etc. shall be removed 

before immersion of idols and segregated in colour coded bins provided at the designated                                     

idol immersion areas/spots. 

(ix) Puja Committee may pay an ‘Immersion Cost’ to the concerned ULBs towards 

making temporary ponds/tanks for idol immersion, and also for making arrangements of safe 

disposal of pre- and post-immersion solid materials.  

(x) Bamboos/bamboo sticks/wood shall be used in making idol frame and straw shall be 

used as stuffing material. No artificial or synthetic material shall be used for these purposes.  



(xi) Clothes made of natural fibres (cotton, jute, etc.) and natural colour of plant or land 

origin (colour stone powders) shall be used for decorating idols. Water soluble colours devoid 

of any kind of oil can also be used.  

(xii) After idol immersion, every registered idol makers/artisans/craftsman shall remove 

clay, bamboos/bamboo sticks and straw from the immersion sites in support with volunteers 

of the Puja Committees free-of-charge, arrange their transport, and reuse these as per their 

convenience.  

Proposed Roles and Responsibilities of the Urban and Local Authorities 

I. For Idol Makers/Artisans/Craftsmen 

(i) Annual Registration may be granted by Urban and bodies within the respective 

jurisdiction on a payment of prescribed fees to only those Idol manufacturers or makers or 

craftsman or artisans who uses only eco-friendly natural clay materials in making idols. 

(ii) Only registered idol makers/craftsmen/artisans shall be allowed to make idols within 

the jurisdiction of the respective Urban and Local Bodies. 

II. For Idol Immersion and Management of Solid Waste Materials 

(i) As far as possible, ULBs shall not allow immersion of idols in natural water bodies in 

any part of the State.  

(ii) Instead, the puja organisers or resident welfare associations or resident groups or 

individual households in a city or town or semi-urban areas shall carry out idol immersion in 

temporary ponds/tanks of suitable size and adequate capacity at suitable locations in 

respective areas with necessary arrangement for collection and storage of segregated waste 

prior to immersion.  

(iii) Arrangements for temporary artificial idol immersion ponds or tanks on the banks of 

waterbodies or temporary enclosure with all necessary safety provisions and waste collection 

facilities prior to idol immersion can be arranged by the concerned ULBs and other 

Departments in association with the Puja Organizing Committees.  

(iv) Water in the temporary or artificial immersion ponds or tanks may be drawn from the 

nearby waterbody.  

(v) All the immersion sites shall preferably be lined with plastic (HDPE) sheets in the 

bottom and on all sides of the temporary pond/tank to prevent leeching of any polluting 

substance in to the soil/earth. 

(vi) In case the immersion of idols in rivers, lakes or ponds is inevitable, a designated 

location (having proper approach, access, corner portion of a river/lake/pond, having shallow 

depth of water should be identified and safety provision by way of wooden or stiff bamboo 

barricades shall be made by concerned ULBs to avoid any loss of life during immersion 

activities. Public address system and adequate light in the immersion site shall be made for 

the regulation and control of safe immersion activities.  



(vii) Idol immersion, in all cases, may be limited to a partial dip of the idol in surface water 

without drowning the idol deep in water; soon after the partial dip, the idol shall be removed 

to a designated site for disposal of solid waste materials.  

(viii) There shall be colour coded bins of adequate sizes for collection of solid materials 

before and after immersion of idols. 

(ix) Clothes, ornaments, flowers and other decorative materials shall be removed from the 

idol before immersion by the Puja Organizers. These will be segregated and placed in colour 

coded bins and disposed safely by the concerned ULBs within 24 hours of completion of the 

idol immersion activity.  

(x) Post-idol immersion, clay, bamboos/woods, and straws will be recovered for reuse by 

the idol makers who will be responsible for collection, removal and transportation of these 

materials from the immersion site within 24 hours of immersion. If not collected, the 

concerned ULBs shall arrange their disposal to nearest composting centres for converting in 

to organic manure. 

(xi) Waste collection sites shall be located. in the vicinity of the designated 

temporary/artificial idol immersion sites.  

(xii) No idol may be allowed to be stacked in the open in public places. 

(xiii) After completion of the idol immersion ceremony, within 24 hours, the plastic liner 

material shall be removed from temporary ponds/tanks and these shall be filled with native 

soil and levelled properly.  

(xiv) A Co-ordination Committee comprising of local Police Station, Non-Government 

Organizations, TSPCB, representatives of Puja Organizing Committees and other concerned 

stakeholders may be set up for guiding the public in carrying out the immersion without 

affecting the environment. 

(xv) To ensure safe immersion of idols during festive season, ULBs shall deploy adequate 

number of staff at all the designated idol immersion spots under overall supervision of a 

Nodal Officer to be designated by the concerned ULBs. The Nodal Officers also shall co-

ordinate with the Co-ordination Committee constituted by the ULBs. 

(xvi) Details regarding designated temporary or artificial immersion spots or areas shall be 

notified, and public as well as Puja Organizing Committees shall be made aware of it 

preferably at least one week in advance of idol immersion through electronic and local media 

in vernacular language. 

(xvii) After completion of immersion, only lime or alum shall be added in the waterbody for 

coagulation of insoluble micro solid like clay, colour, etc. and their sedimentation in the 

bottom. Supernatant water may be allowed to flow into river/pond/lake, as the case may be, 

after checking for colour and turbidity as per the CPCB prescribed water quality parameters.  



(xviii) Concerned ULB Authorities may also consider option of construction of permanent 

cemented large sized artificial tanks for immersion of   idols at suitable places for a village or 

town or city to avoid direct immersion of idols into lakes/rivers/ ponds. 

Proposed Guidelines for Idol Immersion by Households 

(i) As far as possible, immersion of small idols should be done at their homes in eco-

friendly manner i.e., in a bucket filled with water and idol be kept in immersed state until it 

dissolves completely. After settlement of settleable solids (if required alum or lime powder or 

any other equivalent coagulant may be mixed and stirred vigorously using a stick at least for 

30 seconds and thereafter slow mixing at least for 30 seconds and then allowed to settle), the 

supernatant liquid may be used either in gardening or discharged in a drain. Settled mud can 

be dried and then reused further for future idol making or may be used in gardening as soil. 

(ii) In case, individual households intend to perform idol immersions, then they must 

obtain advance permission from the concerned ULBs and idols shall be immersed only in the 

designated temporary artificial ponds or tanks located nearby or a designated bank of river or 

lake or pond.  

Responsibilities of the Tripura State Pollution Control Board (TSPCB) 

(i) TSPCB shall prepare lists of permitted and not-permitted substances for use in the 

making, colouring, and decorating of idols. 

(ii) TSPCB shall conduct water quality assessment of the waterbodies as per the CPCB 

guidelines at three stages, i.e., Pre-immersion, during immersion and post-immersion. During 

post-festival, samples shall be collected preferably after 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th day of the 

festival. 

(iii) Detailed reports shall be posted on the TSPCB’s website in public domain. 

(iv) TSPCB shall help ULBs and District Administration in preparing material for creating 

mass awareness purposes such as: a. on the ill effects of toxic components of colouring 

materials used not only of the idols, b. use of eco-friendly decorating materials, and c. for 

immersing idols only in designated temporary artificial ponds or tanks. Puja Organizing 

Committees shall be involved in this process.  

Members of the public, puja committees, idol makers/craftsmen are welcome to 

submit their independent views/suggestions in this regard to the Chairman/Member 

Secretary, Tripura State Pollution Control Board, Parivesh Bhavan, Gurkhabasti, Agartala 

799006, Tripura West for improvements in the proposed guidelines of idol immersion in the 

Tripura State.  

(Author is the Chairman, Tripura State Pollution Control Board) 



 

(a) Idol immersion and water pollution. 

 

(b) Idol immersion in artificial pond. 


